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Abstract
Onboarding a user to a visualization dashboard entails explaining the components in the dashboard. Authoring an onboarding
experience is time-consuming, requires significant knowledge, and provides little guidance on best practices. Using the on-
boarding experience, on the other hand, can be either confusing and overwhelming, or tedious and unengaging, depending on
the expertise of the user. We propose interactive storytelling for onboarding to create semi-automated onboarding for varying
user expertise while preserving the user’s agency, interest, and engagement. We present a set of storytelling primitives inspired
by open-world narrative design to blend guided and free-form narration. These primitives can be viewed at varying levels of
detail depending on the expertise of the user. To validate the concept, we have implemented it in a tool called STORYSTORE

that allows authors to craft custom onboarding stories using automatic storyboard templates or by starting from scratch. Even
automatically generated onboarding stories can still be customized to use different media (such as video, audio, or highlighting)
or new narratives to provide a tailored onboarding experience for individual users or groups. We demonstrate the usefulness of
interactive story-based onboarding by means of use cases and expert interviews.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization theory, concepts and paradigms;

1. Introduction

In the rapidly evolving landscape of data-driven decision-making,
dashboards have emerged as pivotal tools, offering valuable in-
sights through interactive data visualization [SCB∗19]. However,
understanding the different dashboard components and how they
interact is challenging [WDSM23]. This leads to the importance of
proper onboarding as a strategy to enhance the use and adoption
of dashboard tools by filling the users’ knowledge gaps [TLM16,
CGM∗17a, CAS∗18]. Onboarding is typically conducted through
user training, guided tutorials, and other support materials that of-
ten have to be crafted from scratch for each dashboard. For authors
of such onboarding experiences, the creation of the material can
be time-consuming and is often non-standardized in the absence of
best practices. Similarly, for dashboard users, the onboarding ex-
perience might be tedious and unengaging or confusing and even
overwhelming, depending on their expertise.

In this paper, we propose applying approaches drawn from story-
telling, interactive narratives, and open-world video games to dash-
board onboarding. We call this approach interactive storytelling
for dashboard onboarding. The idea is to enable authors to craft
interactive onboarding narratives that preserve the user’s agency,
thus increasing engagement and decreasing confusion. In fact, the
inherent structure of dashboards naturally lends itself to a story-
telling format with a narrative journey through visual explanation,
data, and insights. Drawing parallels with the narrative visualiza-
tion spectrum, which ranges from author-driven to reader-driven
approaches, we position dashboard onboarding within this same
continuum: from author-driven to reader-driven onboarding (Fig-

ure 1). In an author-driven approach, the author often creates a fixed
sequence—essentially, a guided tour—that limits user agency. Con-
versely, a reader-driven approach allows users interactive control of
the guidance [CYC∗23], which reduces the author’s narrative con-
trol. While data-driven storytelling has evolved to create more bal-
anced narratives, dashboard onboarding has not yet fully exploited
this potential. This often results in onboarding being confined to
one of these two extreme approaches; most commonly a fixed tour.

We present STORYSTORE, an implementation of interactive sto-
rytelling for dashboard onboarding that supports a semi-automated
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Figure 1: Narrative structures inspired by storytelling. These
structures, drawn from narrative visualization and open-world
games [MCG10, Mun16] fall on different positions on the scales
of author control and user agency.
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Figure 2: Interactive Storytelling for Dashboard Onboarding. Au-
thors build stories based on a dashboard’s content. Users then nav-
igates through the stories in an onboarding interface.

authoring process. For authors, it offers automated authoring of on-
boarding narratives that can be tailored to create different kinds of
stories, ranging from guided to free-form ones. For users, it enables
them to engage with the created stories, offering the flexibility to
choose their own path within the narrative and also have agency on
the content. They can also perform a more free-form exploration to
craft their own narrative. Our main contribution is (i) the concept
of interactive storytelling for dashboard onboarding for creation
and exploration of onboarding narratives using the power of story-
telling to enhance user engagement and understanding, as shown in
Figure 2. Our secondary contributions are (ii) the implementation
of the concept in the StoryStore web application and (iii) the evalu-
ation of StoryStore via usage scenarios and two expert interviews.

2. Related Work

In this section, we discuss existing research on onboarding for both
single visualizations and dashboards. We also explore how classi-
cal data storytelling techniques can be adapted to create clear and
engaging onboarding narratives. Additionally, we examine author-
ing tools in data storytelling, as their design significantly informed
our approach to developing an onboarding solution.

2.1. Visualization and Dashboard Onboarding

Onboarding solutions, while common in areas like software tools
and video games, are less prevalent for dashboards. Stoiber et
al. [SGP∗19] characterized the onboarding space for single vi-
sualizations. Means of onboarding include online guides [Rib20]
and cheatsheets [WSMRB20]. More recently, approaches such as
step-by-step guides and scrollytelling have become more preva-
lent [SWP∗22]. A need for dedicated dashboard onboarding
was emphasized by Walchshofer et al. [WDSM23], Brehmer et
al. [BK22] and Sarikaya et al. [SCB∗19]. Previous work on dash-
board onboarding includes annotating dashboards [EB12] and
helping users to learn public-access interactive tools [KPS03]. Re-
cent work by Chundury et al. [CYC∗23] offers data-driven, con-
textual, in situ help features for visual data interfaces. One of their
contributions is a guided tour, however it is aimed at users seeking
help or guidance rather than onboarding. We focus on onboard-
ing as opposed to guidance [CGM∗17b]. We previously character-
ized the space for dashboard onboarding and proposed a process
model [DWH∗22]. Commercial tools such as Tango [Tan23] and

Scribe [Col23] allow for the creation of annotations and guided ex-
periences for websites and may also be used for dashboards. How-
ever, their approach is mainly static as they take screenshots to cre-
ate these onboarding guides. While there are works on interactive
onboarding for a single visualization, in the domain of dashboard
onboarding, we still find mostly static approaches, such as tooltips
and annotations in literature. This is surprising given the inherently
interactive nature of dashboards. In real-life onboarding scenarios,
we observed oral presentations [WDSM23] or static documentation
to onboard an interactive dashboard.

2.2. Data-driven Storytelling

Visualizations are often used to present data facts through story-
telling. Such data-driven stories can be delivered in the form of nar-
rated videos or audio [KSM∗23, SKH∗23], plain text [SCC∗23],or
web pages [MBS23]. As dashboards also often tell a story with
data, we propose to apply storytelling concepts to dashboard on-
boarding. Segel and Heer’s 2010 framework [SH10] identified
seven narrative genres in data visualization, balancing author-
driven and reader-driven narratives. In this work, we adapt these
narrative styles to create different styles of onboarding stories,
where the dashboard user assumes the role of the reader. Zhao and
Elmqvist [ZE23] proposed to integrate aspects such as audience
size and interaction levels. Chen Q. et al. [CCWC23] surveyed the
field of authoring tools in data-driven storytelling, with a focus on
automation in narrative visualizations. While (semi-) automation
is an aspect of our work, we do not plan to completely automate
the narration. Instead, our work aims at keeping the author in the
loop of onboarding story creation. To assist the onboarding author
in narrative creation, we draw inspiration from work by Hullman
et al. [HKL17] and Kim et al. [KWHH17], who explain the fac-
tors behind visualization sequencing for clarity in data presenta-
tions. In addition to the data-driven storytelling, our work is in-
spired by other areas that make use of narratives, such as movies
and open-world games. Recent works from visualizing non-linear
storytelling narratives in movies [KBI∗18] list seven categories
of the relationships between story order and narrative order. Un-
like movies, dashboards do not have an inherent temporal order.
Non-linear narratives are often employed in open-world games.
McIntosh et al. [MCG10] discussed challenges of, and solutions
for designing non-linear games. Specific types of non-linear narra-
tives [RHDC18,Mun16], such as branching, parallel, and free-form
narration, have been found to increase user engagement [BDF15]
and have also been studied in the context of multi-user analy-
ses [XBL∗18]. We adapt these different narrative styles in our work
to provide authors with control over the narrative structure of the
onboarding in a way that allows a flexible level of user agency.

2.3. Authoring Tools for Storytelling

We reviewed authoring tools which support the creation of narra-
tives in various domains. Green et al. [GHC20] introduced a de-
sign pipeline for interactive narrative authoring tools, with a fo-
cus on user experience. Meixner et al. [MMGK14] introduced an
authoring tool for non-linear videos using a tree structure. In ad-
dition to video clips, annotations can be attached to scenes. In a
follow-up work [Gre18], Green introduced Novella, an authoring
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tool for interactive stories in games. Our workflow for creating
dashboard onboarding stories draws inspiration from these works.
In the field of scientific storytelling, ScrollyVis [MBS23] is re-
lated to our approach. ScrollyVis is an interactive authoring tool
for guided dynamic narrations using scrollytelling. It allows for the
integration of different resources such as images, text, videos, and
maps to support the dynamic narration of scientific stories. An-
other storytelling work with a scientific target audience is Mole-
cumentary [KSM∗23], which allows for the creation of narrated
documentaries about molecules. Molecumentary also supports var-
ious types of media, such as text, audio, and video to explain
the molecule visualizations to the users. In the field of general-
purpose data visualization, Roslingifier [SKH∗23] offers a semi-
automated approach for constructing data presentations using an-
imated scatter plots. ChartStory by Zhao et al. [ZXC∗23] offers
a unique approach to crafting comic-style data narratives. A fully
automated approach to video generation for storytelling from data
facts is AutoClips [SSX∗21]. Other notable authoring solutions in-
clude a slideshow-based tool for narrative visualization by Wang et
al. [WLF∗19], Temporal Summary Figures for annotated temporal
visualizations [BMW17], and Erato [SCC∗23] for data factsheets.

We implemented interactive storytelling for dashboard onboard-
ing in the StoryStore application. StoryStore features an author-
ing mode that draws inspiration from several of the authoring tools
mentioned above. However, our work focuses on allowing an au-
thor to create narratives based on a dashboard’s content with the
goal of onboarding new users to the dashboard.

3. Interactive Storytelling for Dashboard Onboarding

Recent studies on the use of visualizations [BK22, SCB∗19] and
dashboards [WDSM23] in larger organizations have shown that on-
boarding is currently primarily done through oral presentations at
the time of a visualization’s or dashboard’s launch. This method
involves a human going through a prepared, narrated script with
limited to no user agency on behalf of the user. Additionally, the
time and effort involved in creating elaborate onboarding material,
such as a video or a guided tour, is high [BK22]. This also means
that most organizations opt for a single onboarding experience that
must work for all users, regardless of their expertise. Therefore, in
most cases, documentation in the form of slides or a standard docu-
ment may be provided as a supplementary aid with the dashboard to
avoid repetitive onboarding scenarios. The apparent lack of interac-
tivity and user agency in such fixed, “one-size-fits-all” onboarding
can be particularly problematic for different users:

• Novice: Low visualization literacy [BRBF14] and lack of expe-
rience with a dashboard tool and workplace practices means that
a novice user easily becomes confused or even overwhelmed by
onboarding material not appropriate for their knowledge level.

• Expert: High visualization literacy and long experience with
similar dashboards means that an expert can become disengaged
or even bored by material not appropriate for their expertise.

This highlights the need for a more dynamic and adaptive on-
boarding solution for dashboards. Here we derive design goals
for such an onboarding solution from (i) the characterization of
the dashboard onboarding space in our previous work [DWH∗22],

(ii) our experience with industrial collaborators [WDSM23], and
(iii) studying existing authoring tools (cf. Section2.3):

G1 Allow Authors and Users to Access the Dashboard— To create
a dashboard onboarding experience, the author must have access
to the visualizations in the dashboard and their interrelationships.
This requires understanding how interactions with one visualiza-
tion affect others, a key factor in determining What needs to be
onboarded [DWH∗22]. It is equally important for the onboarding
users to have access to the dashboard, so that they can easily relate
onboarding material to the visualizations in the dashboard. The on-
boarding is either integrated within the dashboard or presented ex-
ternally, such as in a video [BK22].

G2 Give Authors and Users Agency over the Onboarding Mate-
rial—The onboarding material is the subset of a dashboard’s func-
tionality that needs to be explained to the user. The author makes an
initial selection of the material and then decides how much agency
they want to leave for the user. The onboarding tool should support
the author by providing ways to select this subset and provide or
modify the information shown about it during the onboarding. For
users, the tool should offer flexibility in selecting the level of detail
at which they wish to engage with the onboarding material. Users
should be able to choose which aspects of the dashboard to ex-
plore in more detail, customize the amount of information they re-
ceive, and potentially alter the path they take through the onboard-
ing based on their interactions.

G3 Allow Authors Create a Narrative—To create an engaging and
meaningful onboarding, a narrative must be created. This involves
creating either fixed narratives for a specific use case or multiple
narratives, which can branch or exist in parallel, to accommodate
multiple storylines in the dashboard. Using the concept of story-
telling, supporting various narrative structures [Mun16] can en-
hance onboarding comprehension and potentially cover more than
one way of using the dashboard. The responsibility of crafting these
narratives lies with the author, who must understand Why the on-
boarding is needed and How can it be best explained. The onboard-
ing tool should provide ways of specifying or creating these narra-
tive structures to support the author in the onboarding creation.

G4 Enable Authors to Select the Means of Presentation—The on-
boarding can be delivered in several ways, ranging from interactive
guides, annotated walkthroughs, and video tutorials, to more dy-
namic, game-like exploratory modes. The onboarding tool should
support the choice and selection of these means to allow the author
to pick and choose from, based on their requirements.

G5 Allow Authors and Users to Explore the Created Story—The
prepared onboarding story must be available to both the author and
the user. The author can use this prepared story to evaluate its ef-
fectiveness in conveying the intended message and make necessary
modifications. For the users, navigating through this narrative is
essential to understand the dashboard. Based on the prepared nar-
rative structure, the tool should facilitate varying degrees of user
autonomy.

We propose the concept of interactive storytelling for dashboard
onboarding which enables authors to create interactive onboard-
ing experiences inspired by storytelling. The concept addresses all
goals by integrating onboarding within the dashboard, granting ac-
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cess to both the dashboard and the onboarding material. The author
has the flexibility to select from a set of predefined narratives or
craft them from scratch and attach appropriate onboarding means.
The completed story is then made available for user exploration.

4. The StoryStore Application

We propose StoryStore, an implementation of our interactive story-
telling for dashboard onboarding. StoryStore integrates onboarding
into a dashboard that enables authoring and viewing of onboard-
ing stories. The tool has two modes: the authoring mode, and the
onboarding mode primarily aimed at users of a dashboard. The au-
thoring mode consists of the Shelf, the Builder, and the Preview.
Just like goods in a shop, StoryStore onboarding components are
made available to authors in an organized manner via the Shelf to
support the compilation of onboarding material in the Builder. Au-
thors can preview and make the final product (i.e., the onboarding
story) available to the users in the Preview. The StoryStore author-
ing mode is shown in Figure 3. In the following, we explain the
design and working of StoryStore in more detail.

4.1. Shelf

The Shelf is an author’s entry point into creating an onboarding
story, organizing dashboard visualizations by type for easy access,
similar to a store layout. It begins with ‘Introduction’ and ‘Dash-
board’ levels, mirroring real-world onboarding steps that explain
the dashboard’s goals and data. Visualizations are then categorized
by type at the same level, aiding authors in selecting and fulfilling
G1 and G2. Choosing a type reveals the specific visualization in the
dashboard.

The content behind each visualization is broadly classified in
three nodes based on Stoiber et al. [SGP∗19]:

• General: This node contains general information about the
visualization, which is based on the meta-model by Ingelmo
et al. [VIGPT19] and a visualization grammar like Vega-
Lite [SMWH17]. It stores information about the visualization
such as its title, mark, axis, and legend.

• Insight: This node contains the insights that can be gained from
the visualization. We derive this information from concepts such
as data visualisation catalogue [Rib20] and Krist’s visualization
component grammar [Won20]. This can be, eg., trends in a line
chart or the range of values in a bar chart.

• Interaction: This node contains the interactive aspects of a
visualization. We use Krist’s visualization component gram-
mar [Won20] to specify this interactivity. Currently, we support
basic operations such as self and cross filtering and highlighting.
But by using this model, we can support more interactions.

However, not every visualization will encompass all three nodes.
For instance, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) typically lack in-
teractivity and have overlapping general and insight information,
so they are represented only by a General node. For visualizations
which are only filters, such as drop-down lists, do not provide in-
sights and hence lack an Insight node.

In our Shelf, these nodes can be picked for narrative construction,

by dragging and dropping them onto the Builder. Additionally, se-
lecting them triggers two simultaneous actions: (i) highlighting the
corresponding visualization in the Preview and (ii) displaying the
default textual description for this node in the Builder. This dual-
display functionality enables authors to easily correlate each type
of information about a visualization with its location in the dash-
board.

In early design iterations of the Shelf, we tried to show the com-
plete structure of the dashboard, including all links between visu-
alizations and detailed visual encoding specifications all the way
down to the mark and channel level. While this approach would
have ensured complete control over the finest details of the on-
boarding story, it overwhelmed authors. We thus opted for the hi-
erarchical design based on visualization types and the substructure
for each visualization based on the work by Stoiber et al [SGP∗19].

4.2. Builder

The Builder enables the author to create stories from the nodes
picked from the Shelf. Within StoryStore, authors can either uti-
lize predefined narrative templates or create entirely new stories
from scratch. Stories are represented by nodes with edges speci-
fying the direction of the narrative. This section is further divided
into subsections that explain the process of narrative crafting (Sec-
tion 4.2.1), the selection of predefined templates (Section 4.2.2) and
the choice of onboarding means (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.1. Narrative Crafting

We used a node-based story creation format, based on the guide-
lines of authoring tools for story creation, such as Novella [Gre18].
In this format, the author can construct narratives by simply drag-
ging and dropping nodes from the Shelf. The authors can then
establish connections between these nodes by adding edges, with
each node possibly having multiple incoming and outgoing con-
nections. The visual story creation is intuitive and easy to use as
it requires no coding expertise, making it accessible to a broader
audience.

To streamline the authoring process and improve the readability
of the story, we introduced the concept of grouping nodes. A group
is a collection of nodes bundled together with logical operations
that determine how users can navigate through the story (G2). Au-
thors have the flexibility to specify whether the user needs to visit
all, only one, or at least one node in a group before being able to
progress to the next node or group.

The choice of grouping option depends on the author’s specific
objectives. For instance, in scenarios where multiple visualizations
of the same type are present, an author might prefer the ‘Only one’
or ‘At least one’ option to streamline the onboarding process. This
way, the author can ensure that users grasp the key concepts without
the need to tediously explore all similar visualizations.

For the narrative design itself, we did not use edges initially to
avoid clutter in the Builder. However, this soon became cumber-
some and authors during the pilot interviews found it hard to under-
stand different narrative structures. Therefore, we introduced edges
to mitigate this.
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Figure 3: StoryStore’s Authoring Mode. Authors pick onboarding material from the Shelf and drag it to the Builder, where they create
stories from it. The Preview in the upper right shows how the onboarding will appear to the user in the onboarding mode.

4.2.2. Predefined Templates

In an attempt to automate the creation of narratives (G3), we imple-
mented a few predefined story templates based on existing narra-
tive structures. These templates can be easily customized by adding
more nodes from the Shelf or by deleting existing ones. Currently,
we support the following templates, which are also illustrated in
Figure 4:

• Deep-Dive Narrative: This template guides users through each
visualization of a dashboard in a detailed, sequential manner.
The order of visualizations reflects their placement in the dash-
board, traversing those visualizations that are placed at the top
first. For instance, in a line chart, users would explore all nodes
of its description (i.e., the general information, potential in-
sights, and interactions) before proceeding to the next visualiza-
tion. This template ensures a thorough onboarding experience
for each individual visualization.

• Similarity-based Narrative: This template also provides a
traversal of visualizations from top to bottom, however, by
grouping visuals by type. The categorization criteria can extend
beyond just the type of visualization to include aspects like data
characteristics and insights, based on the work of Hullman et
a. [HDR∗13] and GraphScape [KWHH17].

• General to Narrow: This template is based on the Martini glass
storytelling metaphor. It starts with a broad overview of the dash-
board and gradually focuses on specific elements, mimicking the
narrowing shape of a Martini glass.

Our supplementary material details various design considera-
tions for nodes and these narrative structures [DHF∗23d].

4.2.3. Onboarding Resources

In the StoryStory concept, each node represents a part of the nar-
rative. The content that users will see for each node during the on-
boarding can be edited by the authors at the bottom of the Builder.
Selecting a node shows its textual description, allowing authors to
add, delete, or modify content as needed. The default description
for each node depends on the expected visualization and domain
expertise of the user, which the author can specify through the user
level matrix at the bottom right of the Builder (Figure 3). If the
author sets a high, visualization expertise, only little General in-
formation will be shown, as the user is expected to have a good
understanding of what charts show in general. Likewise, if the au-
thor sets a high domain expertise, the default Insight description
becomes concise. This supports the goal G2, by enabling authors
to tailor the detail level for various user groups. All changes made
in the text editor are immediately reflected in the Preview. Beyond
textual descriptions, additional resources such as audio or video are
also supported (G4). Authors can start screen recordings directly
from StoryStore and attach them to a node’s description. Attached
audio and video resources are immediately visible in the Preview
and accessible for the user in the onboarding mode.
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Figure 4: Predefined Narrative Templates in StoryStore. The tem-
plates allow authors to quickly create stories based on established
narrative structures, as indicated here for a simple example dash-
board consisting of two KPIs, a bar chart, and a line chart. At all
times, authors can move to a completely customized narrative.

4.3. Preview

The Preview in our system acts as a miniature, real-time represen-
tation of the dashboard, incorporating interactions from the Shelf
and Builder. As explained in Section 4.1, selections made in the
Shelf are concurrently highlighted in the Preview (G1). Similarly,
the Builder’s active narrative elements and its means are reflected
in real-time in the Preview. This helps in exploring (G5), testing,
and refining the onboarding story without having to go back and
forth between then authoring and onboarding modes.

The Preview emphasizes the selected dashboard element by
overlaying gray boxes on the other elements, focusing the author’s
attention on the relevant part of the dashboard. Pop-up boxes ad-
jacent to the emphasized element display the onboarding content.
The boxes are positioned based on the visual’s dimensions relative
to the screen size. Each box includes ’Next’ and ’Previous’ buttons,
facilitating a guided walkthrough of the narrative.

Once the author is satisfied with the onboarding narrative, they
have the option to publish it, making the onboarding accessible to
users. The authors can also edit and republish the onboarding story,
if needed.

4.4. Onboarding mode

In the Onboarding mode, both authors and users can explore the
onboarding story, allowing authors to experience the narrative from
a user’s perspective (G5). As the onboarding is integrated within

the dashboard, the users have access to the dashboard content at
all times (G1). They can interact with the visualizations and the
content of the onboarding will update to reflect these changes.

Users can navigate through the onboarding in a guided manner.
They either follow the predefined narrative crafted by the author,
or choose a self-guided exploration mode. In the guided mode, the
narrative unfolds through sequential pop-up boxes with ’next’ and
’previous’ buttons. For interactive elements in the narration de-
signed by the author, a ’Try it out’ option appears, encouraging
active engagement with the dashboard. When the users encounter
a branch in the narrative, they are prompted to select a path, indi-
cated by green frames around specific visualizations. Their choice
determines the continuation of the narrative journey. Users can also
revisit and alter choices, leading to a different narrative path. They
also have the option to adjust the detail of the content they receive
during the onboarding, by setting it once for the rest of the onboard-
ing. This choice can also be altered at any time to view a different
level of detail. This agency over the content and the narrative en-
ables the user to have a control over the onboarding (G2). The on-
boarding concludes with a close button, but users have the option
to restart the tour.

In the free exploration mode, the narrative is solely driven by
the user’s choices. The onboarding content for each visualization
is accessible upon clicking it. In this mode there is no ’next’ and
’previous’ navigation, as the user is in charge of the narrative.

5. Implementation

We implemented StoryStore using the Microsoft Power BI embed-
ded report [Mic23c], which provides a practical solution for dash-
board integration without the need for building one from scratch.
This is a useful technical solution because of the comprehensive
support offered by Power BI’s REST API [SDl∗23], which pro-
vides most of the information about the visualizations in a dash-
board.

For the StoryStore front-end, we used the React frame-
work [Met23]. We employed React-Bootstrap [Boo23] to structure
the Shelf, allowing us to organize the nodes through user-friendly
UI elements such as Navigation, Tabs, and Accordions. We ensure
that the component graph we construct and update via the Power
BI REST APIs always reflects the dashboard’s current state.

The Builder uses React-Flow [CHJ∗19], which offers support for
building node-based editors. The Preview integrates the Power BI
dashboard, and uses CSS and TypeScript to create dynamic pop-up
elements. We use FastAPI [Ram18] and Python for the backend.
This allows for the inclusion of multimedia content such as audio
and video instructions.

The source code of the StoryStore implementation is available
online [DHF∗23e].

6. Use Cases

This section presents two concrete examples of dashboard onboard-
ing with storytelling, authored with StoryStore. Both use cases
are based on example dashboards available in Microsoft Power
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Figure 5: StoryStore applied to the New Hires Dashboard. In the authoring mode (left), the author adds a video to explain the drill-down
functionality of a bar chart. The user can later view the video at the respective point of the story in the onboarding mode (right).

BI [Mic23b]: the New Hires Dashboard [SBI∗23a] and the Sales
and Marketing Dashboard [SBI∗23b].

6.1. New Hires Dashboard

An author is asked to prepare an onboarding for a report that shows
the new hires for a company (as shown in Figure 5). The onboard-
ing should be created for team members of an internal department
at the company who are well-versed with basic visualizations, such
as line charts and bar charts, but do not have experience with in-
teractive dashboards. The author decides to create a story from
scratch. Before selecting the components from the Shelf, they think
of a story they want to narrate. The plan is to first introduce the main
insights from the dashboard and then explain interactions. They
start looking for the needed components from the Shelf and drag
them to the Builder. They then connect them linearly to craft the
narrative. For each component, they read the generated content de-
scription and edit it as needed. For the given bar chart, the generated
content does not show the drill-down functionality, which is a new
feature of this chart. So, they decide to record a video in addition to
the textual description. After this, they group the Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) to show their final values. However, they feel that
explaining Only one KPI is enough for the onboarding, so they set
the group option to ‘Only one’. This will be reflected as a branch
to the end user. The author tests the functionality multiple times to
ensure the published version looks as intended (see the left part of
Figure 5).

The published onboarding is given to the user who starts the on-
boarding by reading the introduction and clicking the next button.
They gather the main insights regarding the new hires by read-
ing the onboarding material and using tooltips to understand the
data. They then watch the video for the bar chart to understand the
drill-down functionality and try it out directly on their dashboard.
The video embedded into the interactive onboarding journey allows
them to view it without switching tools. Finally, to understand the
effect of their previous interaction, they choose to view a KPI (as
shown in the right part of Figure 5(b)). This onboarding can be re-
peated as many times as needed. The user always has the freedom

to do a self-guided exploration. A video that shows the authoring
and usage of the onboarding for this use case is available in the
supplementary material [DHF∗23b].

6.2. Sales and Marketing Dashboard

In the second scenario, the author is asked to prepare an onboard-
ing for both the managers and the employees (user groups) of a
company keen on monitoring and analyzing, respectively its indus-
try standing. The dashboard, in Figure 6, shows the market share
of their company consists of two KPIs, a filter, a line chart, two
column charts, one combo chart (combination of line and column),
and a table.

The managers want see an overview of their sales and the most
important insights from the dashboard. The employees, on the other
hand, need a more thorough onboarding on all the visualizations.

The author starts the onboarding authoring process using our so-
lution. An overview of all the visualization types in the Shelf helps
them pick nodes for their onboarding stories. Instead of creating
two different onboarding stories, the author decides to create a sin-
gle adaptable onboarding story that can be used by both the user
groups. To create this story, they start from scratch and add com-
mon nodes relevant to both the user groups, such as Introduction,
Dashboard, and Filter Interaction. They also add a supporting video
to enhance the textual description of the filter.

The narrative then branches as depicted in Figure 6. The left
branch is tailored for the managers, featuring grouped KPIs with
a ‘Only one’ selection option, allowing managers to focus on KPIs
of their particular interest. In order to explain the most important
insights from each visualization type, the author creates a linear
sequence of Insight nodes for each unique visualization type. As
there are two column charts, the author simply groups them with
an ‘At least one’ option.

The right branch, specifically designed for employees, delves
into a detailed explanation of the visualizations. Therefore, the au-
thor groups all the visualization General nodes together with an
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Figure 6: StoryStore applied to the Sales and Marketing Dashboard. The author creates a branching narrative for the two user groups of
managers and regular employees.

‘All’ option to ensure that employees familiarize themselves with
every visualization before they move on to interactions. To explain
the interactions, the author creates a linear sequence of Interac-
tion nodes for each unique visualization type. This mirrors the left
branch but it is designed for the Interaction nodes. The story con-
cludes with a branch on each KPI, providing users with a choice in
their onboarding journey.

Both the user groups receive the onboarding and follow the pre-
pared onboarding path. The managers gravitate towards the KPI-
focused path, while employees’ choices are influenced by their
level of expertise. Most importantly, both paths are accessible to
both the user groups, allowing for flexibility and adaptive onboard-
ing. A supplementary video demonstrating the authoring and usage
of this onboarding scenario is available in the supplementary mate-
rial [DHF∗23c].

7. Evaluation

We evaluated StoryStore with two onboarding authors (A1 and A2)
and two users (U1 and U2) from our industrial collaborators, who
are active in the production of steel and steel-based technologies
worldwide. These authors, who are experts in their domain and
knowledgeable in visualization, regularly create dashboards using
Microsoft Power BI [Mic23b] and onboard the users, via personal
or online meetings. Our choice regarding these authors was moti-
vated by three main reasons: (i) their experience with real-world
onboarding scenarios, (ii) their role as actual onboarding authors,
and (iii) the use of the same technology stack as our solution. They
further referred us to the users who they wanted to onboard, leading
to a choice of U1 and U2. A qualitative approach and a thinking-
aloud protocol has been adopted. We prepared separate question

sets [DHF∗23a] for the onboarding authors and users to be an-
swered before and after the evaluation.

The evaluation was done via scheduled in-person interviews. A1
shared their dashboard prior to the interview, while A2 provided it
during the session. In both cases, they used real-world dashboards
that they intended to use in their organizations. We conducted in-
dividual interviews with each author, followed by interviews with
the respective onboarding users.

For the authors, the questions focused on their background in
data analysis and domain knowledge with respect to the dashboard.
We inquired about their typical onboarding processes and the chal-
lenges they encounter. After introducing StoryStore, we asked them
to use it to create an onboarding narrative for their respective users.
We describe details from each session and summarize the insights
for both the authors and the users.

7.1. Onboarding Session 1

Before our first session, we embedded the A1’s dashboard on our
Microsoft Power BI account to test the settings. The dashboard con-
sisted of eleven KPIs, two line charts, four tables, and two matri-
ces. The main authoring goal was to onboard the new colleague
on the workings of a manufacturing plant and explain indicators,
thresholds, and system failures, if any. The evaluation started with
the author sketching the desired onboarding story on paper, where
they picked the most important points that should be made clear.
For example, they picked one parameter, for which a value of zero
indicates a production failure. After noting more of these points
based on their domain knowledge, they switched to the StoryStore
interface to craft their narrative. At first, they started by checking
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Figure 7: Creation of an onboarding story using StoryStore in
Onboarding Session 1. This figure shows the Shelf and the Builder
at the time of story creation. The Preview is hidden as the dash-
board includes proprietary information of our collaborators.

which nodes belong to which visualizations and reading the cor-
responding textual descriptions. The already provided textual de-
scriptions were well received as they mentioned that the descrip-
tion: “shows additional information, that I don’t think of”. They
started a new story by grouping the KPIs and then adding the cor-
responding nodes linearly in the story. They incorporated their do-
main knowledge, which they noted earlier, in the existing textual
descriptions of the nodes. After testing the story, shown in Figure 7,
the author published it for the user to access.

The user session started shortly after the author had finished cre-
ating their onboarding story. A1 was still present to witness how the
session proceeded. The onboarding was perceived well by U1, who
mentioned that “the interaction with the dashboard” alongside the
onboarding was very convenient. At some stages, they pointed out
“missing contextual knowledge” which A1 forgot to add. This also
provided hints to A1 for their next onboarding session. U1 were
engaged during the entire session and found the onboarding to be
“much better than previous sessions [in the company]”. Accord-
ing to them, in the past onboarding was only carried out via WebEx
calls, which “was an overwhelming experience as it was too much
information in a short a time”. So, they clearly see an advantage in
using the StoryStore approach as they can onboard themselves at
their own pace.

7.2. Onboarding Session 2

In the second session, we received the dashboard after we intro-
duced A2 to the StoryStore approach using a dummy dashboard.
While integrating A2’s dashboard into our solution, we had to re-
place some of their custom visualizations. For example, we re-
placed a custom KPI with the default Power BI implementation.
This was necessary for our solution to detect the visualizations
and supply proper default descriptions automatically. We explained
these adaptations to A2.

Afterwards, A2 prepared a story about identifying and compar-
ing the top ten disturbances of the past and current business years.
Their intended onboarding user (U2) had expert visualization and
domain knowledge. As the story required selecting and comparing
the years, A2 started with selecting filters and then added the re-
maining nodes from the Shelf linearly. They also considered the
existing textual description to be useful, however, in some cases a
“little bit too much”. A2 found the story creation intuitive and liked
the ‘Try it out’ option provided for the Interact node. They inquired
about the difference between the General and Insight nodes before
making a choice. Towards the end of the story creation process, A2
tested the story multiple times to ensure that the onboarding worked
as planned.

The user session ended soon after, as the onboarding story was
short. Similar to U1, U2 also mentioned that they would have
wished for “more descriptive text” for some visualizations. They
liked the ‘Try it out’ feature as well, which allowed them to interact
with the dashboard alongside the onboarding. They also mentioned
that one of the main advantages of our solution “was definitely the
less and more details option”.

7.3. Summary of Insights

This section summarizes the combined insights from the two inde-
pendent onboarding sessions.

Both authors said they currently onboard at the time of a dash-
board’s launch using oral presentations. In these presentations, the
onboarding authors typically walk through each use case and show
the users the visualizations. In the experience of A1, exposure to a
new visualization type typically triggers questions that prompt the
author to “explain every detail about it” (i.e., the new visualiza-
tion). With StoryStore, A1 found that “you can guess 90 % of the
questions beforehand because of the automation and the flexibility
of the message”.

According to A2, they are sometimes “asked to create a video”
to provide reusable onboarding material. However, they feel they
are “not a media person”, so they instead “end up doing personal
meetings” to perform the onboarding. StoryStore can possibly “re-
duce the training time of the colleagues” and save their own time
as they “don’t need to be there all the time”. For A2 the sup-
port of videos is valuable “especially for the new users as it takes
[away] their fear of clicking on something and accidentally ‘break-
ing’ things”.

Both authors were able to implement their stories as planned,
adapting quickly to the story creation process using the Shelf and
the Builder. We asked both authors to rate the ease of learning, ease
of use, efficiency, satisfaction with, and intuitiveness of StoryStore
on 7-point Likert scales. We used questions such as “I find StoryS-
tore to be intuitive to use.” with answers ranging from “1: Strongly
disagree” to “7: Strongly agree”. Except for one score, both authors
rated everything with 6 or 7.

Only for the intuitiveness, A1 gave a score of 5 as they felt that
the implementation could be improved, especially in the case of
group creation. To create a group, an author must select the nodes
by using a combination of Shift and Click and then group them.
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This was not obvious to A1, even though it was briefly explained
before the evaluation. For the future, we plan to add a group icon
that can be dragged on existing nodes to form a group.

The users found the onboarding informative. Both of them users
would like to use such an onboarding solution in the future, with
U1 saying that it is “easy to use and self-explanatory”. U2 said
that they liked the “simple styling of the onboarding as it is more
effective” the onboarding process they were used to.

8. Discussion

In this section, we reflect on conceptual limitations of our interac-
tive storytelling approach for dashboard onboarding, and on tech-
nical limitations of the StoryStore implementation. Based on these
considerations, we derived ideas for future work on the topic.

8.1. Limitations

The idea of using interactive storytelling for dashboard onboarding
aims at enhancing the overall onboarding experience. We evalu-
ated how well the solution works with real-world onboarding sce-
narios based on the StoryStore implementation. We found that in-
dependent of the specific stories, users liked the concept of be-
ing onboarded to a dashboard directly in-place. They appreciated
the placement of onboarding information within the dashboard and
found the option to switch from onboarding to actual usage at any
time useful. While StoryStore significantly decreases the authoring
effort necessary to create such reusable onboarding experiences,
the effectiveness of the onboarding ultimately depends on the deci-
sions made by the authors. It remains a challenge to make it even
easier for authors to correctly choose the onboarding material and
narrative style for a given use case.

We also received feedback through the pilot interviews and eval-
uation on a more detailed level. During one of the pilot interviews,
an interviewee (an onboarding author) suggested a progress bar to
convey where the user is situated in the onboarding story. However,
progress bars are only directly applicable to completely linear sto-
ries and may be misleading when users navigate through branched
or free-form narratives.

In the post-evaluation, A1 highlighted the need for more con-
trol over textual descriptions, specifically the ability to choose and
use small icons. Currently, icons are automatically inserted in the
default textual deceptions (e.g., horizontal axis icons for each men-
tion of a chart’s x-axis. We plan to allow authors to use icons more
flexibly in the next version of StoryStore.

One of the technical limitations of StoryStore—but not of the
general concept behind it—stems from the constraints of the Mi-
crosoft Power BI APIs. While the Microsoft Power BI REST API
[SDl∗23] provides extensive details about the visualizations on the
dashboard, it has certain limitations. For instance, it lacks informa-
tion on specific interaction types, such as whether a visualization
was highlighted. We currently derive missing information by ana-
lyzing changes in a visualization’s state, such as alteration in the
displayed data and the opacity, to infer if parts of a visualization
are highlighted or if the underlying data has been filtered. Another
limitation arises with non-standard visualizations from Microsoft

AppSource [Mic23a], as the REST APIs do not provide informa-
tion about their nodes. This makes it challenging to support custom
visualizations in our solution.

Finally, even though our current StoryStore implementation uses
Microsoft technology, the underlying concept and code are cus-
tomizable to any dashboard system. The essential aspect is the abil-
ity to access the nodes of visualizations within these systems, as
this basic information is required by StoryStore. Therefore, our so-
lution can potentially be extended to other dashboard systems to
enable a wider adoption.

8.2. Future Work

In the future, we plan to explore the integration of AI technology
to improve both the authoring and the onboarding process of our
solution. For the authoring process, we are considering using lan-
guage models to enhance the generation of onboarding text. While
this approach would allow us to move beyond predefined text tem-
plates for each chart, it will require substantial work on ensuring
the factual correctness of the generated onboarding texts. Addi-
tionally, multi-model generative models could be used to analyze
screenshots of a dashboard user interface to inform the creation of
onboarding material. This idea could extend StoryStore’s support
of non-standard visualizations.

On the user end of the onboarding process, it might be beneficial
to incorporate an AI-based chat assistant. This could allow users
to interact with the dashboard in their natural language, simulating
a traditional onboarding experience and providing them with even
more agency over the onboarding material (G2).

9. Conclusion

We have interactive storytelling for dashboard onboarding. This
concept allows authors to create narratives that enhance user en-
gagement with dashboards in order to better understand them. We
evaluated the StoryStore application, which implements this con-
cept, through two use cases and expert sessions. The feedback from
the authors was positive, as they were able to successfully create
reusable onboarding experiences with little effort. The users also
found the narrative onboarding engaging and indicated a prefer-
ence for using StoryStore for their future onboarding needs. Our
results suggest that interactive storytelling for dashboard onboard-
ing improves the onboarding experience for both the authors and
the users.
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